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Francis Patcham wins a scholarship to an exclusive school in an old castle where he becomes entranced by
Latin and Ancient Greek. When in the restricted section of the old Library he falls through a swinging
bookcase door and arrives in a medieval apothecary, within the same castle, but at least 200 years back in
time. He is swept up into becoming an apprentice, learning ancient medicine and it seems he cannot return to
his own time unless the moon and stars align in the same way. Then there is something more he must do to
make it all work. Francis finds he is on a quest!
22, 1934: Bank robber “Pretty Boy” Floyd, a Robin Hood figure of the Depression era, is shot to death by FBI
agents Nine years after losing their son Conor in a freak accident, Lory Del Santo and Eric Clapton are dealing
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The nation saw its fourth amusement park accident in five days when a boy apparently fell out of a roller
coaster in Pennsylvania on Thursday, a local. 22, 1934: Bank robber “Pretty Boy” Floyd, a Robin Hood figure
of the Depression era, is shot to death by FBI agents Nine years after losing their son Conor in a freak

accident, Lory Del Santo and Eric Clapton are dealing with their grief in different ways. A 13-year-old boy
was found alive this morning after falling through a wooden plank on Sunday and being washed away into a
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